Cut green and tee topdressing time in half. No labor, less back & forth travel.

Rebuilt cart paths

Updated flower beds and landscaping

Installed drainage and backfilled ditchline

Topped off sand traps to keep members happy

Repaired washout area in record time

Completed bunker renovations on 7, 8, 12, & 16

Installed retaining walls around lake on #14

Made short work of winter clean up, branch chipping and debris removal

Rebuilt tees at #15... and installed new irrigation

Topdressed trouble areas on fairways 13, 16, 17, & 18

“It’s a truly innovative piece of equipment. With limited resources and manpower... the MH-400 allows us to do projects that I could only dream of before.”

Mike Suess, GC Superintendent
Woodbridge Golf Links
North Carolina, USA

CALL US TODAY FOR MORE INFO OR A FREE DEMO
Tel (604) 794-7078 • Toll Free 1-800-845-7249 • Fax (604) 794-3446
Not until the second afternoon of the 99th U.S. Open did it become apparent that the golf gods — and probably course designer Donald Ross himself — were keeping a watchful eye on the event at Pinehurst.

Despite rave reviews from the players and officials all week, it wasn’t until late in the second round that the message arrived indicating we were in for a very special weekend. A measly 4-foot putt took one look at the bottom of the 18th hole cup and made a dramatic 360-degree turn right back at that connoisseur of classic golf architecture himself, Scott Hoch.

That missed putt caused Scotland’s second biggest admirer (Earl Woods now has the title) to miss the cut by a stroke, making it apparent that divine intervention was in town just in case Pinehurst needed a lift.

Thankfully, Pinehurst didn’t need it. What followed over the weekend was not only one of the great championships of all time, but a monumental victory for short grass as a hazard, the legacy of Donald Ross, the Pinehurst Resort and staff, strategic course design, Penn G-2, the art of recovery play and the USGA. And, before I forget, 1999 Open winner Payne Stewart, too.

Just when it seemed like our friends from Far Hills had set one too many disastrous examples by fostering various harmful trends, along came Pinehurst #2 and those entrusted to maintain it. In a year when the Masters took a step backward for fans of strategic design, the folks at Pinehurst showed us how a major championship golf course should be set up and maintained. Here’s a look at the tournament’s many winners:

**Paul Jett, Brad Kocher, Bob Farren and the 125 members of the Pinehurst maintenance staff:** You followed up the architecturally faultless green restoration project with a perfectly prepared course in an unusual growing season. Ross would have been thrilled to see his course looking so “natural” and playing so pure.

**Tim Moraghan and the rest of the USGA staff:** You kept the rough down throughout the week to encourage the lost art of recovery play (how on earth did you get that by the executive committee?). And you didn’t panic after low first-round scores and the unsightly but effective last-minute sod work around the greens. Thanks for not appeasing television or the green mentality by dusting off the green paint canisters or burying the new sod in garish emerald green sand.

**David Fay:** For his “don’t try this at home warnings” during telecasts. He couldn’t have said it better about course maintenance expectations and the labor involved in hosting an Open. Now, Mr. Fay, if we could just do something about the ball.

**Donald Ross and strategy:** If you weren’t a household name, Mr. Ross, you are now. Too bad Pinehurst #2 is one of your few intact designs.

**Short grass:** The huge “chipping areas” surrounding each green complex proved that short grass may be the best hazard of all. Why? Because it presents the players with options, meaning they have to think, make decisions and display great skill. We all got to see what happens when PGA Tour pros were challenged to use their brains in a positive way. Some capitalized on it, others struggled, and John Daly lost his marbles.

**Pinehurst #2’s “crowned” G-2 greens and the ground game:** We saw a masterful strategic design set up the way it should be. The G-2 presented firm, perfect bentgrass greens. And they were kept at a suitable pace, maintaining the design integrity. In a refreshing twist, the ground game played a defining role in the U.S. Open, although it’s almost shocking how few tour players had the smarts to land a ball short of a green and run it up. Regardless, thanks to the setup, we all saw that you do not need 5-inch rough to separate the best in the world from the rest of the pack.

So thanks for a memorable Open. Pinehurst, you were perfect. Oh, I almost forgot, so were you, Payne.

Geoff Shackelford’s latest book is The Golden Age of Golf Design. He can be reached at geoffshac@aol.com
Other bluegrass varieties looked like sissies in comparison as Rambo outranked top challengers in demanding transition-zone tests. While others whimpered and withered, Rambo withstood brown patch, leaf spot and melting out, and was virtually unscathed by necrotic ring spot. As you might expect, Rambo was also among the densest. Thick with fine leaf texture, it stood strong even when mowed down to 1/2 inch. If grass knew fear, Rambo wouldn't. For extreme confidence, put Rambo in your turf today.

Circle No. 122
Award Rules

High Tolerance At Short Cut

No matter how you gauge performance, Award measures up. It handles disease pressure better than other Kentucky bluegrass varieties in its class, even when cut as short as 1/2 inch.* And trial after trial proves that Award maintains its intense dark green color under varying management regimes. Award has earned its status as an elite variety by raising performance standards to a whole new level. But, isn't that what you would expect from Jacklin’s Five Steps Above™ Program?

*NEP data available upon request.
Lifelong Chicagoan Bruce Williams is now enjoying life on the Left Coast

BY DON DALE

Bruce Williams felt like a pro athlete. It's not every day that a superintendent gets to negotiate a contract and request a signing bonus.

But that's what Williams did before joining Los Angeles CC as its superintendent more than two years ago. Williams knew that the Los Angeles CC wanted him badly, so he played hard to get. "I was in the catbird seat."

Williams was the superintendent at Highland Park, Ill.'s Bob O'Link GC when the LACC came calling. It was a good gig that Williams held for 21 years. But when the LACC agreed to offer him a five-year contract and a signing bonus, Williams couldn't say no.

The LACC is only Williams' second career stop, which is unusual in the job-juggling world of superintendents. The 49-year-old CGCS has lived a golf-saturated life that parallels that of his father, Bob. They were consecutive superintendents at Bob O'Link and both served terms as GCSAA president, the only father and son to do so.

Growing up on golf

Williams says that moving his family 2,000 miles across the country was one of the most difficult challenges he has ever faced. But he adds that superintendents must be willing to embrace change because their profession often presents it.

"Change is inevitable in the life of every golf course superintendent, but it's never easy," Williams adds.

Furthermore, change should be as good for the golf courses as it is for the people who come and go from them, Williams says. "It's difficult to admit sometimes, but both the course you leave and course you go to should benefit from the fresh perspectives of new superintendents."

Williams' career developed naturally from living near golf courses and associating with superintendents. His father took the job at Bob O'Link when Williams was in the fifth grade. As a boy, Williams worked as a caddy, clubhouse helper and general landscape laborer. One of his early role models was Hubby Habjan, the golf pro at Onwentsia GC in Lake Forest, Ill. Later, Williams' mentor was Ken Payne, Ph.D., a turf professor at Michigan State University.

"They had tremendous work ethics," Williams says of the two men. "They communicated and worked well with other people."

Though he grew up on golf, Williams was more interested in the liberal arts as a young man. His first degree was in English and speech pathology from Baldwin-Wallace College in Berea, Ohio, and Williams says the training has come in handy.

"Good people skills make even an agronomist's job easier, especially when dealing with committees and governing boards," he says.

But after graduating from Baldwin-Wallace, Williams realized that his love for landscaping was more fervent than his love for the liberal arts. He enrolled in a two-year course in turfgrass science at Michigan State and received a certificate from its Institute of Agricultural Technology.

Alan Fierst, superintendent at the Oak Park CC in Rivergrove, Ill., met Williams at MSU and recalls that his friend was very focused. "He kind of has his own set of requirements," Fierst says of Williams, who is known for his diligence.

Williams didn't have to look far for employment as a superintendent. He joined his father in 1977 as assistant superintendent at Bob O'Link. Working with
**He Loves L.A.**
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your father or any other family member is a challenge, Williams admits, but he says the two worked well together.

Williams says his father taught him to apply attention to detail and calls his dad “the ultimate manager of people, property and projects.”

Williams was promoted to superintendent at Bob O’Link when Bob retired in 1979. He became only the fourth superintendent in the club’s history.

Bob, aware that his son is a perfectionist, says Bruce is a chip off the old block. “It’s a birthright,” Bob says, adding that Bruce’s grandfather is the same way.

**Movin’ on**

Bob O’Link was one of Golf Digest’s top 100 courses in the nation under Williams, who was a fixture at the 18-hole club. But Williams admits that he and the governing board at Bob O’Link were taking one another for granted after 21 years together, and Williams felt stale.

And then LACC general manager Jim Brewer called Williams with a job offer and a challenge. Brewer said the club was undertaking a massive greens renovation, and he wanted Williams to be a part of it. Williams was intrigued because he had never been involved in a construction project.

Williams realized that LACC was a rising star. If he took the job, Williams knew he would have to learn about new turf varieties, water quality issues, soil conditions and pests. But he viewed that as a positive.

Williams also liked the fact that the LACC has five times more membership and 18 more holes than Bob O’Link. Of course, the Southern California climate was appealing.

Williams wanted the job, but he wanted a contract. Although the LACC didn’t offer contracts, it made an exception for Williams. “I told them that I didn’t want to move my family 2,000 miles, buy a $750,000 house and find out six months later they didn’t like me,” he says.

Williams made the stressful move to Los Angeles at the end of his demanding GCSAA presidency. But it was perfect timing, Williams says, because he was operating at a high energy level and there was no time for a psychological letdown.

“All I could think about was getting the job done,” Williams says, noting the greens construction, in addition to work on more than 60 bunkers and several tees. “I can’t tell you why, but I like work at a high stress level.”

Williams admits that he may “drive people nuts,” but he says he gets along well with co-workers because he strives to be fair.

Williams says he’s enjoying his job. He’s receiving the backing and funding from management to get the job done his way.

And even the tenacious Williams enjoys the laid-back lifestyle of Southern California. But he’s not ruling out another change, which is always possible in the turbulent industry golf course industry. “If change is imminent, I’ll be ready for it.”

---

**Keeping It Green**

Continued from page 46

Fauber, Steve Cadenelli, and, most notably, the Capitol Hill-savvy Bill Roberts. Thanks to their thoughtful and open approach, the agency began to understand that superintendents were among the best-educated and most responsible pesticide users.

By the early ’90s, things were beginning to stabilize. We weren’t losing ground anymore and a few brave souls in the media and at EPA were starting to talk about golf and the environment in positive terms.

It was then — just as we thought we might have dodged the environmental bullet — that we pulled out the big gun and shot ourselves squarely in the foot.

**Mortally wounded**

The now infamous 1994 GCSAA/University of Iowa Mortality Study was, in hindsight, a naive attempt to prove that if superintendents didn’t suffer ill effects from regular pesticide exposure, golfers and the public should have nothing to worry about. (For the full saga of the study, visit golfdom.com.) It was a perfect example of “canary in the coal mine” logic.

That logic, of course, backfired when the results seemed to indicate that the canaries had died at higher rates of “pesticide-linked” cancers than the general public. Despite the disclaimers about what conclusions could be drawn from this type of epidemiological study, the press had a field day and the worst round of golf-bashing yet descended on the industry. Paul Harvey, The Wall Street Journal, CBS — even Ranger Rick — they all piled on.

But from disaster came action. GCSAA, under the new and dynamic leadership style of Steve Mona, ended the longstanding “arm’s length” relationship with the chemical manufacturers and actually joined RISE. GCSAA also began to take an active leadership role on the issue among the Allied Associations in Golf. An informal committee of golf industry leaders began to communicate regularly about the issues. The industry came together to develop the “Environmental Principles.”

In short, because of the Iowa Study, the industry galvanized to protect its image and its financial health. A shot in the foot turned out to be the shot in the arm that unified the golf community.

**The green revolution**

As the golfing public became more environmentally aware, developers sensed a new market. Today, it’s hard to find a new facility that doesn’t bill itself as “eco-friendly.”

Superintendents, as we note in our cover story, discovered that environmentally responsible management was not only personally fulfilling, it was a great career move. All those eco-friendly courses need eco-superintendents, right?

Manufacturers discovered that superintendents were often willing to pay more for environmentally friendly products. Whole new markets for bio-controls and low-impact plant protectants emerged.

Don’t get me wrong. It’s not a perfect world and we still have a long way to go. But, looking back, when the green revolution hit golf, we rolled with the punch — and today, we are better off for it.

---

Pat Jones is the publisher/editor of Golfdom. He can be reached at 440-891-3126 or patrick.jones@advanstar.com
"The Posi-Track™ has doubled my production and slashed labor costs by more than a half."

– John Perkins
Perkins Landscape

Commercial landscaping is a very competitive business. John Perkins, of Perkins Landscape knows that you need something to set yourself apart from your competition. The Posi-Track™ is designed to set yourself apart from and ahead of your competition. "I can operate in weather my competition can't, I do the job faster, and I don't tear up the surface I'm working on" says Perkins. The Posi-Track™ All Purpose Crawler features ASV's patent pending MTSS™ undercarrige, which allows the machine to exert only between 2 and 3 psi of ground pressure. The revolutionary MTSS™ also offers ground-hugging suspension, sealed-oil bath bearings, and an exclusive rubber track design that is gentle to finished surfaces, yet provides incredible traction.

SPECIFICATIONS:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>MD 2800/2810</th>
<th>HD 4500/4520</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Operating Weight</td>
<td>7,450 LBS.</td>
<td>8,500 LBS.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ground Pressure</td>
<td>2.5 psi</td>
<td>3 psi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall Width</td>
<td>69&quot;</td>
<td>69&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Track Width</td>
<td>18&quot;</td>
<td>18&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engine Horsepower</td>
<td>70/75</td>
<td>80/115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operating Capacity</td>
<td>2,350 LBS.</td>
<td>2,800 LBS.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ASV Inc., Grand Rapids, Minnesota
INTERNET: www.asvi.com
EMAIL: sales@asvi.com

1-800-346-5954
Color, Performance, Roots...
In One Powerful Step.

"Great results —
I noticed it in the root mass and depth.
Most notable was the color.
We also used half our usual wetting agent."
— Dan Mulder, Landsmeer Golf Course, Orange City, Iowa

Better Color
CPR produces better color because it contains superior iron and micronutrients. SeaQuential™, with its completely unique multiple chelate system, meters out micronutrition and greening for at least 2 weeks per application under field conditions...far longer than any other comparable material.

Better Performance
CPR produces better stress tolerance under field conditions because it contains a better wetting agent. Developed by Aquatrols Corporation, this proprietary turf surfactant ensures better distribution, penetration and uptake resulting in vastly superior efficacy.

Special Ashworth Golf Shirt Offer...
For a limited time, order at least 30 gallons of CPR and receive a free, black, Ashworth golf shirt.

CPR...An Ultra High Performance Turfgrass Biostimulant that Produces Superior Results
- Superior overall plant health, vigor and visual quality
- Superior root mass and depth
- Superior color
- Superior penetration characteristics and response uniformity
- Superior high temperature stress and drought tolerance
- Superior low temperature stress tolerance
- Won't burn
- No watering in

How to Estimate How Much CPR You'll Need this Season
To treat your tees and greens (on average, 160,000 sq. ft.) at 6 oz. per 1,000 sq. ft. every 2 weeks for 6 months, you'll need about 90 gallons of CPR for the season. Call us today.

Manufactured by:
Emerald Isle, Ltd.
(800) 628-GROW

© 1998, Emerald Isle, Ltd.

Distributed by:
MILLIKEN CHEMICAL
920 Milliken Rd.
Spartanburg, SC 29304
(800) 845-8502
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Stress Management for Turf Starts Here.

Increase Your Turf's Survival Potential

Improve Quality and Appearance
It's a buyer's market for those hiring superintendents. Employers have never had so many choices in their search for talent. But if you're looking at career cultivation, some reality checking is in order.

Who's getting the good jobs? The answer is both easy and complicated. Those who have demonstrated incredible confidence, competence and ability usually get the best jobs. They have successfully worked hard enough to gain a strong recommendation from a current employer and a reputation in the business. Who you know and what you have done always makes an impression.

How are they getting the good jobs? Again, the answer is easy and complicated. But those who don't miss an opportunity to impress, and to meet and to exceed expectations are at the forefront.

Environmental thinkers and doers are winning good jobs, as well. Smoke-and-mirrors environmentalism (where the actions don't fit the cooperative words) might be popular, but the truth is an excellent divining rod. I can assure you that walking the ecological stewardship walk will show much better than talking the talk.

I've noticed that the last dozen or so superintendent positions that have been filled were never advertised. If you are searching employment Web sites or sitting by the mailbox waiting for an association-forged job notice to arrive announcing your dream job, you had better think again. A great job never advertised is a truth in most of the business world. Growing grass is no exception.

Our local and national associations have been churning various cultivars of job listings for years. In a way, it's a natural — especially when superintendents are looking for essential staff positions. But the system of listings, both local and national, tends to fail at bringing together those who would be searching for a superintendent and good candidates.

How's that? It's easy and complicated.

First, a superintendent who is doing well in his or her current position may not be reading the listings or even subscribing to them. There are many who find contentment, challenge and success by not changing jobs every three years.

Second, it stands to reason that if the first is true, then some of those actively reading the listings are either in trouble, unhappy or both. There exists a class of professional job changers, who may not be as desirable as they think, especially after move number five. It would be sticking your head in deep bunker sand to believe that those who are in positions to make hiring decisions are not starting to learn this.

Third, if you are management at a great club or course, do you really want a stack of resumes 300 deep on your desk? Think about it. The task of screening becomes overwhelming. Having had an opportunity to go through a stack of resumes garnered from a national job listing on several occasions, I can say it's nearly impossible to stand out of the crowd.

Several executive search firms are now specializing in placing superintendents in high-level positions. They are working to search for genius, screen candidates and conduct interviews with top people. What once was done on a fairly informal basis is now handled more along the lines of bigger business.

Superintendents competing for top-level jobs may even begin to use someone like an agent in order to make opportunities happen, express interest in a position and negotiate the terms of employment. Jerry McGuire come to mind?

Well-informed talent seekers want screen tests. They want recommendations from people they know and trust. They are not as interested in titles and certification as they are results. They want to meet the best of the best and compare. They want to know your ecological efforts.

That's what happens in a buyer's market.

Dave Wilbur, a Sacramento, Calif.-based independent agronomist, can be reached at dave@soil.com